
Biology EOC Study Guide: Part 2, Cell Biology 

Grades 9 – 11: Processes within cells: Cells contain the mechanisms for life functions, reproduction, 
and inheritance. Big Idea: Structures and Functions of Living Organisms  

 

 Content Standards  Performance Expectations  
 Students know that:  Students are expected to:  

1. Carbon-containing compounds are the 
building blocks of life. Photosynthesis is the 
process that plant cells use to combine the 
energy of sunlight with molecules of carbon 
dioxide and water to produce energy-rich 
compounds that contain carbon (food) and 
release oxygen.  

Explain how plant cells use photosynthesis to 
produce their own food. Use the following 
equation to illustrate how plants rearrange atoms 
during photosynthesis:  
 
6CO2+6H2O                                 C6H12O6+6O2  
Explain the importance of photosynthesis for both 
plants and animals, including humans.  

In Other Words 

 All organisms use carbon-containing compounds to BUILD their bodies AND TO BURN for 
energy.  

 Photosynthesis is the process that takes CO2 from the air, water from the soil (usually), and 
energy from sunlight to make simple sugars from which these carbon-containing/energy-rich 
compounds are made. 

 A waste product of photosynthesis is O2 gas.  

 Thus, plants make their own food to build and to burn. Animals must consume plants to get 
the food to build and to burn. 

Important Notes 
Photosynthesis converts light energy to chemical energy. It occurs in two-steps:  

1. The first step is a set of reactions that occur on membranes inside a chloroplast and these 
membranes (the thylakoid membranes) contain the molecules of chlorophyll that pick up 
light energy. The light energy is used to produce two energy-carrying compounds: ATP and 
NADPH. Water is also broken down. Its electrons and hydrogens are used in making the ATP 
and NADPH, but its oxygen is given off as the waste product O2. Because all these reactions 
require light, we call them the light-dependent reactions. 

2. The second step in photosynthesis does not require light, so its set of reactions are called the 
light-independent reactions. They involve a series of reaction that occur outside the 
thylakoid membranes. Here, in a complicated series of reactions called the Calvin Cycle, the 
energy of ATP and NADPH are used to convert CO2 gas from the atmosphere into solid, 
simple sugars. All other macromolecules (carbohydrates, proteins, fats) are made from these 
beginning sugars. 

Light energy 



 
 

What to look out for: 

 All cells need ATP for energy. So why not just use the ATP made in photosynthesis as the 
source of all ATP needs or all organisms? Because ATP doesn’t last very long, AND it cannot 
go through cell membranes to get to the other cells that need it (like in the roots of plants). 
So plants store the energy in the form of sugar (which lasts a long time and can be delivered 
to other cells).  

 PLANTS ARE NECESSARY; ANIMALS ARE OPTIONAL. Remember!!! Plants are making this 
sugar energy and oxygen waste for themselves, not for animals! Plants will burn the sugar 
(with the aid of the oxygen waste) in the mitochondria of their own cells to produce the ATP 
they need to survive. It’s just that animals take advantage of plants and eat the plants before 
they have a chance to use all the sugars they made. PLANTS DO BOTH: Photosynthesis and 
Cellular Respiration (see below). ANIMALS ONLY DO ONE THING: Cellular Respiration. 
There will probably be a question on the test that tries to trip you up by making you think 
that plant ONLY make food and oxygen for animals, and animals make CO2 for plants. Yes, 
the CO2 animals make (and is produced by burning timber and fossil fuels) can only be taken 
up by plants. But plants STILL need to use their own food to build and to burn. 

 
 

2. The gradual combustion of carbon-containing 
compounds within cells, called cellular 
respiration, provides the primary energy 
source of living organisms; the combustion of 
carbon by burning of fossil fuels provides the 
primary energy source for most of modern 
society.  

Explain how the process of cellular respiration is 
similar to the burning of fossil fuels (e.g., both 
processes involve combustion of carbon-
containing compounds to transform chemical 
energy to a different form of energy).  
 
 



In Other Words 

 The energy contained in carbon-containing compounds (such as sugar and cellulose) is 
released when they are burned. In a fire, fuel (e.g., wood), O2 (oxygen gas) and heat (a 
match) are used to begin the reactions. Once begun, the burning releases so much heat that 
it continues spontaneously. Light energy is also released. In organisms, fuel is broken down 
slowly in chemical reactions that usually require enzymes. Although heat energy is given off 
because the reactions are not 100% efficient, the usable product is the energy-carrying 
chemical ATP (and two other chemicals, CO2 and H2O are wastes).  

 There are two major ways these compounds are broken down:  
o anaerobically (without oxygen) which produces very little energy (2 ATP) and 
o aerobically (with oxygen) which produces a lot of energy (34-36 more ATP). The 

chemical equation for cellular respiration is  
                                                     C6H12O6+6O2—> 6CO2+6H2O + 36-38 ATP.  

Important Notes 

 Cellular respiration has three major steps: 
1. Glycolysis: One molecule of glucose is broken down into two molecules of pyruvate 

(pyruvic acid). This occurs in the cytosol (cytoplasm of the cell). This process produces a 
net of 2 ATP. 

2. Krebs Cycle: Through a series of reactions, the pyruvate is oxidized into carbon dioxide 
and water (waste products). This process releases energy that is captured by the cell in 
the form of high energy electron carriers (NADH and FADH2

+). 
3. Electron Transport Chain and Chemiosmosis: The high energy electron carriers (NADH 

and FADH2
+) then travel to an electron transport chain where their stored energy is given 

off to power the production of ATP via an enzyme called ATP Synthase (in the process of 
chemiosmosis). Here, about 32-34 ATP are eventually produced per glucose molecule. 

 Other carbon containing compounds, like carbohydrates, fats, and proteins, can be broken 
down via cellular respiration.  

 Without oxygen present, glycolysis can continue but pyruvate is not the end product. Rather 
lactic acid or ethanol is produced via lactic acid fermentation (in animals) or alcoholic 
fermentation (in yeast).  

 Some organisms that live in extreme environments, like in hot pools or on the bottom of the 
sea floor, can utilize hydrogen sulfide and other inorganic compounds as energy sources. 
These organisms are not dependent on the sun for energy! 

  
Key Terms 

 Cellular respiration: The process by which molecules are converted into useable energy in 
cells.  

 Mitochondria: The organelle in eukaryotic cells that carry on cellular respiration, release 
energy from food molecules, and store it in ATP.  

What to look for 

 Again, just be sure you are aware that plants have mitochondria and use cellular respiration 
to break down the food they make so they can have a ready source of ATP. It’s not just 



something that happens in animals! ALL organisms (bacteria, protists, fungi, plants, and 
animals) must use cellular respiration. But only plants, some protists, and some bacteria 
create the starting product: sugar. THIS IS A CRITICAL POINT. READ IT AND LEARN IT!!! 

3. Cells contain specialized parts for determining 
essential functions such as regulation of 
cellular activities, energy capture and release, 
formation of proteins, waste disposal, the 
transfer of information, and movement.  

Draw, label, and describe the functions of 
components of essential structures within cells 
(e.g., cellular membrane, nucleus, chromosome, 
chloroplast, mitochondrion, ribosome)  
 

In Other Words 

 There are numerous organelles that carry out important functions in the cell. Know their 
names and their functions.  

Important Notes 
Here is a quick list of important organelles found in a eukaryotic cell (“true nucleus”): 

1. Cell membrane: Regulates what can enter and leave a cell. It is composed of a phospholipid 
bilayer (see below for details). 

2. Cell nucleus: Houses DNA that are wrapped around proteins forming long, coiled strands 
called chromosomes. Also, mRNA and tRNA are produced here. 

3. Ribosomes: Convert an mRNA message from the DNA into protein. 
4. Endoplasmic reticulum: Ribosomes can “dock” on the ER and inject the proteins they build. 

The ER then alters the proteins. 
5. Golgi apparatus: Further modifies proteins 

and sends them to their final destination. 
6. Chloroplasts: Are only found in plant and 

some protist cells (see above for details). 
They produce sugar (and O2 as a waste). 

7. Mitochondria: Are found in all eukaryotic 
cells: plants, animals, protists, and fungi 
(see above for details). They use sugar and 
other organic compounds to produce 
energy in the form of ATP (and CO2 as a 
waste). 

8. Lysosome: Uses enzymes to breaks apart 
large organic compounds. 

 

What to look for 

 Know that green plant cells have chloroplasts and animal cells do not.  

 It would be wise to understand how the parts of a cell work as a system, rather than just 
memorizing the parts. Try this: 

o Food that comes into the cell is digested by the enzymes in lysosomes. The food goes 
two places: Carbohydrates go to the mitochondria to be used for energy. The amino 
acids from proteins get picked up by tRNA and taken to the ribosomes. Here, mRNA, 
carrying directions from the DNA in the nucleus, tell the ribosomes what new order 
to put the amino acids in to make new proteins for the cell. The new protein goes 
into the endoplasmic reticulum where other chemicals are added to it, and is then 
sent to the golgi apparatus where final packaging for export occurs. 

 You should know this, even though it was not listed: Eukaryotic cells are large compared to 



prokaryotic cells. They are compartmentalized to allow for specialization and thus a division 
of labor. 

 You should know this, even though it was not listed: Bacterial cells (prokaryotes) only have 
cell membranes, ribosomes, and a large circular DNA. This is just enough “stuff” to allow 
them to make proteins, many of which are enzymes, which make chemical reactions occur, 
and this life to exist. 

4. The cell is surrounded by a membrane that 
separates the interior of the cell from the 
outside world and determines which 
substances may enter and which may leave 
the cell.  

Describe the structure of the cell membrane and 
how the membrane regulates the flow of 
materials into and out of the cell.  
 
 

In Other Words 

 The cell membrane is composed of a phospholipid bilayer that is selectively permeable. 
Small, uncharged particles may pass through the phospholipid bilayer, but other molecules 
must pass through protein channels. 

Important Notes 

 The cell membrane is composed of a phospholipid 
bilayer (see diagram). The long lipid tails are 
hydrophobic, so only allow small hydrophobic 
molecules to diffuse through (like CO2 and O2). They 
prevent large or polar or charged molecules from 
passing through.  

 To allow for charged, polar, or large molecules to pass through the membrane there must be 
a carrier protein that acts like a tunnel for the movement of these molecules into and out of 
a cell. These tunnels (better: protein channels) may be specific to one kind of molecule or 
nonspecific. 

 If molecules are in a higher 
concentration on one side of 
a cell compared to the other 
side, they may pass through 
the cell membrane by 
diffusion: the passive 
movement of molecules 
from an area of higher 
concentration to an area of 
lower concentration.  

 The diffusion of the polar 
molecule water is through a 
specific protein called an 
aquaporin. The diffusion of 
water is so important that it 
has its own name: osmosis. 

 If a cell “needs” to have molecules in a higher concentration on one side than another, they 
may use active transport, in which a protein pump uses the energy of ATP to keep the 
molecules concentrated. (That is, they “shove” the molecules either into or out of the cell, as 
need be.) 

 For larger molecules or “chunks” of food to pass through the membrane, the cell membrane 
must engulf them in a process called endocytosis. Large molecules can also be expelled using 
the opposite process: exocytosis.  

 



 

Key Term 
 
Cellular membrane: The biological membrane separating the interior of a cell from the outside 
environment. It is a semipermeable lipid bilayer found in all cells.  
 

What to look for 

 In a standard diagram of a cell membrane, the top of the diagram represents the outside of 
the cell and the lower part of the diagram represents the inside of the cell. 

 It is unclear whether the test will get as specific as asking you about what a plant or animal 
cell will do in a hypotonic, isotonic, or hypertonic solution. Without going into the logic, just 
remember that “hypo-” sounds like “hippo” and hippos are fat. A cell in a hypotonic solution 
(think, “pure water”) will get fat. If it’s an animal cell, it will burst. If it’s a plant cell, the cell 
wall will keep it from bursting (and the cell becomes turgid). “Iso-” means “the same,” so a 
cell in an isotonic solution (same concentration as the cell) will not be harmed. “Hyper-” 
means under, so a cell in a hypertonic solution (think “lots of salt”) will shrivel up. SO, 
remembering “hypo” sounds like “hippo” should be enough to get you through! 
 

5. The genetic information responsible for 
inherited characteristics is encoded in the 
DNA molecules in chromosomes. DNA is 
composed of four subunits (A,T,C,G). The 
sequence of subunits in a gene specifies the 
amino acids needed to make a protein. 
Proteins express inherited traits (e.g., eye 
color, hair texture) and carry out most cell 
function.  

 

Describe how DNA molecules are long chains 
linking four subunits (smaller molecules) whose 
sequence encodes genetic information.  
Illustrate the process by which gene sequences 
are copied to produce proteins.  
 

In Other Words 

 DNA holds the codes (genes) that tell a cell how to put amino acids together to make 
proteins. The code is encrypted in the order of four bases: A,T,C,G, of which there are 
hundreds of in a single gene.  

 The DNA code is what is passed on from cell to cell through cellular reproduction (one cell 
making two identical cells) and through sexual reproduction (half of the DNA code going into 
a sperm or egg, then these two uniting to make a different but complete set of DNA). 

 DNAmRNAproteins describes the three basic steps in protein synthesis. 
 

Important Notes 

 All organisms store information in the form of DNA. 

 DNA stores genetic information as a code, using the chemicals adenine (A), thymine (T), 
cytosine (C) and guanine (G). 

o Every sequence of three letters codes for one of the 20 amino acids. A long chain of 
amino acids makes a protein. 

 Some proteins are for building new parts, but most are enzymes that control 
what chemical reactions occur. If the DNA controls what enzymes are made, 
it controls what chemical reactions will occur, and thus all the 
characteristics of a cell (what kind of cell it will be, what chemicals it 
produces, how it functions, etc.) 



o The DNA code is transcribed into mRNA and translated by ribosomes to produce 
proteins. This is the process of PROTEIN SYNTHESIS:  DNAmRNAProtein 

 Part of a DNA molecule, called a gene, is copied and turned into mRNA. 
 mRNA leaves the nucleus and goes to a ribosome. 
 The Ribosome calls on tRNA molecules to match up with the mRNA. The 

tRNA are pulling amino acids behind them. 
 The amino acids line up in the order originally dictated by DNA. 
 A new protein is made. It is used for a new cell structure or as an enzyme. 

 In eukaryotes this information is stored in the cell nucleus in the form of chromosomes (DNA 
wrapped around proteins), while in prokaryotes this information floats as a circular DNA 
molecule in the cytoplasm 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Key Terms 

Chromosome: An organized structure of DNA and supporting regulatory proteins found in cells. 
Chromosomes contain many genes.  
 
DNA: Large molecules inside the nucleus of living cells that carry genetic information. The scientific  
name for DNA is deoxyribonucleic acid.  

Ribosome: A cell organelle constructed in the nucleus. It consists of two subunits and functions as 
the site of protein synthesis in the cytoplasm. 
 

What to look for: 



 The process may seem a bit overwhelming because of all the words and parts that seem 
similar. Don’t let that bother you. Just remember that DNA holds the code in the four bases 
A, T, C, and G. The DNA cannot leave the nucleus, so it gives a “copy” of the code to mRNA. 
The mRNA goes to the ribosome where the code is laid out, and tRNAs pulling amino acids 
line up according to the code. The amino acids bond and form the protein the DNA wants. 
DNAmRNAprotein. 
 

6.  All of the functions of the cell are based on 
chemical reactions. Food molecules are 
broken down to provide the energy and the 
chemical constituents needed to synthesize 
other molecules. Breakdown and synthesis 
are made possible by proteins called 
enzymes.  

 
Some of these enzymes enable the cell to 
store energy in special chemicals, such as 
ATP, that are needed to drive the many other 
chemical reactions in a cell.  

 

Explain how cells break down food molecules and 
use the constituents to synthesize proteins, 
sugars, fats, DNA and many other molecules that 
cells require.  
 
Describe the role that enzymes play in the 
breakdown of food molecules and synthesis of 
the many different molecules needed for cell 
structure and function.  
 
Explain how cells extract and store energy from 
food molecules.  

In Other Words 

 Organisms are bags of chemical reactions.  

 Cells break down food and nutrients* to  
o release energy (see above) and store it in the form of ATP. 
o reuse the organic components to construct macromolecules that are needed by the 

organism.  

 Enzymes are useful in this process because they allow for these chemical changes to happen 
in a very precise manner at low temperatures.  
 

*   Food = organic molecules that can supply both building blocks and energy. Nutrients include food 
AND other chemical “helpers” that are not organic molecules, such as potassium, calcium, and 
sodium, H2O, O2, and CO2. 

Important Notes 

 Cells extract energy from food molecules by breaking high energy bonds, like C – H bonds, 
creating low energy C – O bonds.  

o The energy that’s lost in the C – H bonds is captured by molecules like ATP (see 
above for details).  

 Enzymes are proteins that stabilize reactants, lowering the energy of activation, and thereby 
allow for chemical reactions to occur in a very controlled way at relatively low temperatures.  

o Many enzymes can work in both directions. If too many products are made, they 
reverse the direction and turn products back into the original reactants. 

o Enzymes can be used over and over again. 
o Many vitamins are parts of enzymes. They make sure the enzyme is the correct 

shape. 

 All organisms – including plants – must do some form of cellular respiration. 
 



 

 
What to look for: 

 There is nothing particularly tricky about this topic. Because there are so many different 
sources of food and so many different enzymes, we only talk about them in general terms. 

7. Cells use the DNA that forms their genes to 
encode enzymes and other proteins that 
allow a cell to grow and divide to produce 
more cells, and to respond to the 
environment.  

Explain that regulation of cell functions can occur 
by changing the activity of proteins within cells 
and/or by changing whether and how often 
particular genes are expressed.  
 

In Other Words 

 Cells are not static. They can change from minute to minute!  

 Cells can respond to their environment by changing how their proteins function or by 
changing which genes are expressed (turned “on”) and which genes are silenced (turned 
“off”).  

Important Notes 

 Cells can sense their environment by detecting chemical messages on the cellular 
membrane. For example, the hormone testosterone is produced in greater quantities than in 
children when human males reach puberty. It will trigger different genes to be expressed in 
certain cells, causing such results as the production of sperm, the increase in muscle mass, 
and the production of facial hair. 

 The relatively new science of epigenetics studies how chemicals from our external 
environment can also cause gene expression to change. 

KEY TERMS 
 
Function: The normal and specific contribution of a bodily or cellular part to the economy of a living 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/fe/Carbonic_anhydrase_reaction_in_tissue.svg


organism.  
 

What to look for 

 Nothing tricky here. Just be careful that you do not start thinking that genes change because 
they “need” to. There will always be some chemical signal that starts or stops things from 
happening. If it works and is an advantage, great. If it doesn’t, the organism may die and not 
pass of that trait or ability to respond to a change. 

8. Genes are carried on chromosomes. Animal 
cells contain two copies of each chromosome 
with genetic information that regulate body 
structure and functions. Most cells divide by 
a process called mitosis, in which the genetic 
information is copied so that each new cell 
contains exact copies of the original 
chromosomes.  

 

Describe and model the process of mitosis, in 
which one cell divides, producing two cells, each 
with copies of both chromosomes from each pair 
in the original cell.  
 

In Other Words 

 Genes are sequences of DNA. Genes are located on chromosomes that are housed within the 
cell nucleus. Mitosis is the process of cell division that results in an exact copy of the cell. 

Important Notes 
The process of mitosis: 

1. G1 Phase: Growth Phase 1. The cell grows. 
2. S Phase: Synthesis Phase. The cell copies its chromosomes (it synthesizes a copy of each of its 

chromosomes). The copies are held together at a point called the centromere. 
3. G2 Phase: Growth Phase 2. The cell grows again. 
4. M Phase: Mitotic Phase consists of 4 parts: 

a. Prophase: The cell’s nucleus dissolves and chromosomes condense. 
b. Metaphase: The cell’s chromosomes line up single file along the middle of the cell. 
c. Anaphase: The centromeres split and the chromosome pairs pull apart to opposite 

sides of the cell. 
d. Telophase: The two sets of chromosomes form two new nuclei. 

5. Cytokinesis: The cell’s cytoplasm 
splits in two forming two new 
cells. This usually happens at the 
same time as Telophase. 
However, there are some cells 
that do not go through 
cytokinesis and instead form cells 
with many nuclei in them 
(multinucleate cells). Fungi have 
multinucleated cells. Your muscle 
cells are also multinucleate. 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Key Terms 

Mitosis: The production of two identical nuclei in one cell usually followed by cell division and the 
production of two cells with the same genetic makeup as the original cell.  

Asexual reproduction: Involves the growth of a new organism by fission of cell nuclei. Asexual 
reproduction usually involves one parent and leads to offspring that are genetically identical to the 
parent and to one another.  

 

What to look for 

 Nothing tricky here. The cell’s chromosomes make a “Xerox copy” of themselves and put one 
set in each of two new cells. 
 

9. Egg and sperm cells are formed by a process 
called meiosis in which each resulting cell 
contains only one representative 
chromosome from each pair found in the 
original cell. Recombination of genetic 
information during meiosis scrambles the 
genetic information, allowing for new genetic 
combinations and characteristics in the 
offspring. Fertilization restores the original 
number of chromosome pairs and reshuffles 
the genetic information, allowing for 
variation among offspring.  

Describe and model the process of meiosis in 
which egg and sperm cells are formed with only 
one set of chromosomes from each parent.  
 
Model and explain the process of genetic 
recombination that may occur during meiosis and 
how this then results in differing characteristics in 
offspring.  
 
Describe the process of fertilization that restores 
the original chromosome number while 
reshuffling the genetic information, allowing for 
variation among offspring.  
 
Predict the outcome of specific genetic crosses 
involving two characteristics  

In Other Words 

 Meiosis halves genetic information from mom and dad to make sex cells with only one of 
each pair of chromosomes (haploid sex cells).  

 During meiosis, the chromosomes can “cross over,” resulting in chromosomes that have 
parts of each of a pair of chromosomes.  

 Once egg and sperm cells fuse together, the diploid state is restored (chromosomes are in 
pairs again).  

 So sexual reproduction mixes up genes during crossing over of meiosis, by the way the 
chromosomes line up in meiosis, and in random fertilization of the sex cells. 

Important Notes 

 Adult mammals are diploid, meaning that they have two sets of chromosomes in each 
somatic* cell. One of these sets is from the father and the other is from the mother.  

 Sex cells reduce the chromosome number by half, resulting in haploid cells. These haploid 
cells (also known as gametes) are called eggs in females and sperm in males.  

o During fertilization these haploid gamete cells combine to form a diploid, fertilized 
egg. The chromosome number of somatic cells is now restored. If sex cells had the 
full number of chromosomes, each generation would double the number of 
chromosomes in its cells. This would be impossible. 

 How meiosis works…is sort of like mitosis done two times in a row, except some major 



differences in the beginning. The differences are in bold and underlined. What happens is 
mitosis has a line through it. 

o Prophase I: The cell’s nucleus dissolves and chromosomes condense. 
o Metaphase I: The cell’s chromosomes line up single file in their pairs along the 

middle of the cell. Here is where the mixing of genes occurs in two of three ways: 
 Recall that each pair of chromosomes is composed of one that came from 

“mom” and one that came from “dad.” When they line up in their pairs, it 
is random, and therefore lots of combinations are possible: 

 
 
 
 
 

 When the chromosomes line up, their tips can cross and exchange with 
each other, a process called “crossing over.” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
o Anaphase I: The centromeres split and the chromosome pairs  centromeres do 

not split. Each duplicated chromosome is pulled to the opposite sides of the 
cell. 

o Telophase I: The two sets of chromosomes form two new nuclei are formed, 
each with ½ the number of chromosomes as the parent cell. The cell splits in 
half. 

NOW THERE ARE TWO CELLS. EACH DOES THE FOLLOWING 
o Metaphase II: The cell’s chromosomes line up single file along the middle of the 

cell. 
o Anaphase II: The centromeres split and the chromosome pairs are pulled to the 

opposite sides of the cell. 
o Telophase II: Two new nuclei formed. The cell splits in half. 

NOW THERE ARE FOUR CELLS. 
 
*   A somatic cell is a “normal” body cell. That is, a non-sex cell. 

 

Chrm pair 1 MOM    DAD  MOM    DAD  DAD      MOM 

Chrm pair 2 MOM    DAD OR DAD      MOM OR MOM   DAD ETC. 

Chrm pair 3 DAD      MOM  DAD      MOM  DAD      MOM 

http://www.google.com/imgres?hl=en&biw=1239&bih=564&gbv=2&tbm=isch&tbnid=GagoRw_bNokJvM:&imgrefurl=http://hrsbstaff.ednet.ns.ca/sdosman/Higher level BIO/topicten10.1notes.htm&docid=golSGRdeDjHI_M&imgurl=http://hrsbstaff.ednet.ns.ca/sdosman/Higher level BIO/topicten10.1notes_files/image001.gif&w=435&h=223&ei=G1ZmT5WtEcXciQK62YSjDw&zoom=1&iact=rc&dur=594&sig=116857742115240507402&page=4&tbnh=116&tbnw=226&start=43&ndsp=16&ved=1t:429,r:6,s:43&tx=181&ty=82


 
Comparison of Meiosis and Mitosis 

 
 
 
 
 

 Gregor Mendel was the first to examine inheritance by using controlled experiments with 
pea plants. For example, he found that if a pea plant with the dominant green pod color 
genotype, Gg, was crossed with another pea plant with the same genotype, then the 
possible offspring would be GG, Gg, Gg, and gg.  

 
 

 
 



 

Key Terms 

Heredity: The passing of traits to offspring. This is the process by which an offspring cell or organism 
acquires the characteristics of its parent cell or organism.  

Meiosis: A process of cell division that produces reproductive cells known as gametes. Each gamete 
contains only one set of the unpaired chromosomes and half as much genetic information as the 
original cell.  
 

What to look for 

 I doubt they will try to stump you on all the processes of mitosis and meiosis. But I’ll bet 
there will be a question concerning mixing up the genetic information. That occurs in three 
places: 

o when the pairs of chromosomes line up randomly in meiosis. See the “mom/dad” 
example above.  

o when they line up in their pairs, crossing over occurs.  
o Finally, there is mixing up of genetic information when sperm meets egg. 

 

  



1. People sweat to help maintain body temperature. What type of feedback happens when 

sweating regulates body temperature?  

o A. Positive feedback, because sweating can increase body temperature  

o B. Positive feedback, because sweating can decrease body temperature  

o C. Negative feedback, because sweating can decrease body temperature  

o D. Negative feedback, because sweating can increase body temperature  

 

 

2. Plants use nitrogen to make proteins. What is present in the soil that makes nitrogen 

directly available to plants?  

o A. Air  

o B. Water  

o C. Sugars  

o D. Bacteria  

 



Foaming Spuds  

 

Directions: Use the following information to answer questions 3 through 6.  

 

Mike and Kelsey were studying how hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) in cells breaks down to form 

water and oxygen. When this reaction happens, bubbles of oxygen gas are released, 

producing foam. This reaction is described as follows:  

 

 
 

A protein named catalase, found in all cells including potatoes, increases the rate of this 

reaction. Mike and Kelsey used potato juice as the source of catalase to do the following 

controlled experiment.  

 

Question: What is the effect of the acidity of potato juice on the volume of foam produced 

when hydrogen peroxide is added to potato juice?  

 

Prediction: As the acidity of potato juice decreases (higher pH), the volume of foam will 

increase.  

 

Materials:  

graduated cylinders labeled pH 6, pH 7, pH 8, and pH 9  

potato juice from the same potato, divided and adjusted to four acidities: pH 6, pH 7, pH 8, 

and pH 9  

hydrogen peroxide (H2O2)  

beaker  

stopwatch  

stirring rods  

thermometer  

 

Procedure:  

1. Label four graduated cylinders, one for each acidity.  

2. Put 10 milliliters of potato juice at pH 6 in the appropriately labeled cylinder.  

3. Do the same for each of the other cylinders.  

4. Monitor the room temperature to make sure the temperature remains the same 

throughout the investigation.  

5. Add 5 milliliters of hydrogen peroxide to each graduated cylinder, stir for two 

seconds. Wait three minutes.  

6. Measure and record the volume of foam in each graduated cylinder as Trial 1.  

7. Clean all graduated cylinders and stirring rods.  

8. Repeat steps 1 through 7 two times for Trials 2 and 3.  

9. Calculate and record the average volume of foam for each acidity of potato juice.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Data: Acidity of Potato Juice vs. Volume of Foam  

Acidity of  

Potato Juice  

(pH)  

Volume of Foam  

(milliliters)  

pH Trial 1  Trial 2  Trial 3  Average  

6  22  25  25  24  

7  32  38  36  35  

8  41  42  42  42  

9  32  29  30  30  

 

 

3. How could Mike and Kelsey be more certain the results of their experiment are reliable?  

o A. Test the reaction with other acidities of potato juice.  

o B. Repeat the experiment the same way.  

o C. Increase the volume of potato juice.  

o D. Use a different type of plant juice.  

 

 

4. Write a conclusion for this controlled experiment. In your conclusion, be sure to:  

 

supporting data from the Acidity of Potato Juice vs. Volume of Foam table.  

plain how these data support your conclusion.  

scientific explanation for the trend in the data.  

 

Question: What is the effect of the acidity of potato juice on the volume of foam 

produced when hydrogen peroxide is added to potato juice? 

 

Conclusion:  

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

5. What did Mike and Kelsey do to make the results of their experiment valid?  

o A. Recorded the volume of foam in milliliters.  



o B. Calculated the average volume of foam for each acidity.  

o C. Measured the volume of foam at each acidity three times.  

o D. Waited three minutes before measuring the volume of foam.  

 

 

Plan a controlled experiment to answer the question in the box. You may use any materials 

and equipment in your procedure.  

Be sure your procedure includes: 
logical steps to do the experiment  

two controlled (kept the same) variables  

one manipulated (independent) variable  

one responding (dependent) variable  

how often measurements should be taken and recorded 

 

Question: What is the effect of the temperature of potato juice on the time for 

bubbling to stop after hydrogen peroxide is added? 

Procedure: 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Green Machine  

Directions: Use the following information to answer questions 6 through 9 on pages 19 

through 21.  



While helping to plant a school garden, Becky and Juan observed many different types of 

plants. They drew the following diagram of a green pepper plant growing in the garden. 

 

6. The green pepper plant has proteins that control the process of making glucose. How 

does the plant obtain these proteins?  

o A. The plant makes the proteins using the instructions in DNA.  

o B. The proteins are absorbed from the soil by the roots of the plant.  

o C. The light energy changes molecules in the plant cell into proteins.  

o D. The proteins are all present in the seed before germination occurs.  

 

7. Becky and Juan want to increase the mass of food produced in the school garden. Which 

of the following questions could lead to a possible solution to this problem?  

o A. How much carbon dioxide do plants require?  

o B. Which mineral nutrients do plants need?  

o C. Which plants provide the most protein?  

o D. Which plant seeds are largest?  

 

8. What is the role of cellular respiration in plants?  

o A. To absorb carbon dioxide  

o B. To release oxygen  

o C. To produce ATP*  

o D. To form glucose  



 

9. Becky and Juan used a greenhouse as a model of a garden ecosystem to predict effects of 

amount of sunlight on green pepper production in a garden ecosystem.  

Describe two ways the greenhouse model may lead to unreliable predictions about 

the effects of amount of sunlight on green pepper production in a garden ecosystem.  

In your description, be sure to:  

two differences that make a garden ecosystem more complex than the 

greenhouse.  

each difference could cause predictions about green pepper 

production in a garden ecosystem to be unreliable.  

 

One Way 

 

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Another way:  

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 



ECOLOGY 
 

Washington State Life Sciences Content Standards and Student Performance Expectations 

 

Content Standard   “A”  (9-11 LS2A) Student Performance Expectation 

Students know that: Students are expected to: 

Matter cycles and energy flows through living and 

nonliving components in ecosystems. The transfer of 

matter and energy is important for maintaining the 

health and sustainability of an ecosystem. 

  Explain how plants and animals cycle carbon and 

nitrogen within an ecosystem. 

 Explain how matter cycles and energy flows in 

ecosystems, resulting in the formation of differing 

chemical compounds and heat. 

In other words:  

 When studying ecosystems, we look at two different things: (1) The flow of energy and (2) the cycling of 

nutrients. Because nutrients are made of solid atoms and molecules, they never disappear from the face of 

the Earth. They just get rearranged into many different molecules. That is, they are constantly being 

recycled. Thus we say that “nutrients cycle.” Energy, on the other hand, is not a particle, although it is 

stored in the chemical bonds between atoms. But as atoms get rearranged, a little bit of energy is always 

given off as heat. Eventually energy that has come into a system will all dissipate as heat. Thus, energy 

(e.g., from the sun) has to constantly come into the system. Thus we say that “energy flows.” 

Important notes: 

 All organisms expend energy (e.g., for growth, reproduction, metabolic processes). 

- Organisms cannot create their own energy. Most use energy from the sun. Some use chemical energy 

stored in inorganic compounds. 

o Autotrophs = primary producers = the first producers of energy-rich 

compounds that are later used by other organisms. 

o Only autotrophs (algae, certain bacteria, and plants) can capture energy 

from the sun or chemical compounds and use it to assemble inorganic 

compounds into complex organic molecules.  

- Energy From the Sun 

o Photosynthesis uses light energy to convert carbon dioxide and water 

into oxygen and energy-rich carbohydrates such as sugars and starches. 

Photosynthesis takes CO2 from the air and adds O2. Accomplished by 

plants on land, algae in freshwaters, and cyanobacteria in oceans. 

- Energy from inorganic molecules 

o In the process called chemosynthesis, bacteria harness chemical energy 

from inorganic molecules (such as hydrogen sulfide) to produce 

carbohydrates. Often live in extreme environments = deep ocean vents, 

hot springs, etc. 

 

 Food Chains and Food Webs: How does energy flow 

through ecosystems? 

- Energy flows through an ecosystem in a one-way stream, 

from primary producers to various consumers. 

- Food Chains – a series of steps in which organisms transfer 

energy by eating and being eaten. 

- Food Webs = network of feeding interactions.  

o Food chains are found within food webs 

o Decomposers convert dead material to detritus, 

which is eaten by detritivores (e.g., worms). 

o Decomposition releases nutrients that primary 

producers can then recycle 

o Without decomposers, nutrients would remain 

locked within dead organisms and life on Earth would stop. 

- Food Webs and Disturbances – Because food webs are so complex, it is difficult to predict how they 

will be affected by an environmental disturbance. 

 

Food Chain

 

Food Web



 Trophic Levels and Ecological Pyramids: What do the three 

types of ecological pyramids illustrate?  

- Trophic Level = each step in a food chain or food web. 

o First level is always primary producers; various 

consumers occupy the other levels. 

- Pyramid of Energy show the relative amount of energy 

available at each trophic level of a food chain or food web. 

o Organisms expend most of the energy they consume 

on life processes (respiration, movement, growth, 

reproduction, etc.) and most of the remaining energy 

escapes into the environment as heat. 

o The efficiency of energy transfer from one trophic level to another is typically 10%. The more 

levels in an energy pyramid between producer and a given consumer, the smaller percentage 

of the original energy is available. 

- Pyramids of Biomass (the relative amount of living organic matter available at each level in the 

ecosystem) and Numbers (the relative number of individual organisms at each trophic level in an 

ecosystem) 

o Shape of the pyramid of numbers is usually similar to the shape of the pyramid of biomass: 

large base, and numbers and biomass decrease with each step up the trophic levels. 

o The pyramid of numbers may be inverted if, for instance, thousands of insects feed off of one 

tree. The pyramid of biomass usually does not get inverted. 

 How do plants and animals cycle carbon and nitrogen within an ecosystem? 

- The Carbon Cycle: carbon dioxide is exchanged between the atmosphere and oceans through chemical 

and physical processes. Plants take in CO2 during photosynthesis and use the carbon to build 

carbohydrates. The carbohydrates are used by the plants or organisms that consume the plants for the 

process of cellular respiration. Cellular respiration produced CO2 which is released back into the 

atmosphere. Carbon is also recycled when organisms die, decompose, and become fossil fuels. These 

carbon compounds are released as CO2 back into the atmosphere. 

               Systems Diagram 

-The Nitrogen Cycle: The atmosphere is the largest reservoir of nitrogen in the biosphere. Nitrogen fixing 

bacteria fix the N2 and it is taken up by primary producers (plants), reused by consumers (animals) and 

released back into the environment by excretion and decomposing matter. Humans also make fertilizers 

from the N2 gas in the air; the fertilizer is used by plants and enters the environment without the aid of 

bacteria. 

Tropic Levels



 

What to look out for:  
The systems diagram above shows how both energy and 

inorganic nutrients flow through the ecosystem. We need to 

define some terminology first. Energy "flows" through the 

ecosystem in the form of carbon-hydrogen bonds. When 

respiration occurs, the carbon-hydrogen bonds are broken and 

the carbon is combined with oxygen to form carbon dioxide. 

This process releases the energy, which is either used by the 

organism (to move its muscles, digest food, excrete wastes, 

think, etc.) or the energy may be lost as heat. The dark arrows 

represent the movement of this energy. Note that all energy 

comes from the sun, and that the ultimate fate of all energy in 

ecosystems is to be lost as heat. Energy does not recycle!!  Be 

careful of which way the arrows point. They point in the 

direction that energy is flowing! 

The other component shown in the diagram is the inorganic 

nutrients. They are inorganic because they do not contain carbon-hydrogen bonds. These inorganic nutrients 

include the phosphorous in your teeth, bones, and cellular membranes; the nitrogen in your amino acids (the 

building blocks of protein); and the iron in your blood (to name just a few of the inorganic nutrients). The 

movement of the inorganic nutrients is represented by the open arrows. Note that the autotrophs obtain these 

inorganic nutrients from the inorganic nutrient pool, which is usually the soil or water surrounding the plants or 

algae. These inorganic nutrients are passed from organism to organism as one organism is consumed by another. 

Ultimately, all organisms die and become detritus, food for the decomposers. At this stage, the last of the energy 

is extracted (and lost as heat) and the inorganic nutrients are returned to the soil or water to be taken up again. The 

inorganic nutrients are recycled; the energy is not.  

Systems Diagram 

NH4+ 
NO2- 

N2 

NO3- 



 
 

Vocabulary: 

 Autotroph: (auto = by itself; trophikos = to feed) – a self-feeder. Does not need to eat other organisms for 

food. 

 Biodiversity: The different kinds of organisms in a specific ecosystem or on the planet as a whole.  

 Biogeochemical cycle: A circuit or pathway by which a chemical element moves through both living and 

non-living components of an ecosystem, including the Earth as a whole. 

 Biomass: The total amount of living tissue within a described system (e.g., an organism, a trophic level). 

 Carnivore: kill and eat other animals 

 Chemosynthesis: bacteria harness chemical energy from inorganic molecules (such as hydrogen sulfide) 

to produce carbohydrates 

 Consumer: Organisms that rely on other organisms for energy and nutrients. 

 Decomposer:  “feed” by chemically breaking down organic matter. 

 Denitrification: The process by which soil bacteria convert nitrates into nitrogen gas that enters the 

atmosphere. 

 Detritivores: feeds on detritus and often decomposers 

 Ecological pyramid: show the relative amount of energy or matter contained within each trophic level in a 

given food chain or food web. 

 Energy transfer: The movement of energy from one location to another. 

 Energy transformation: Change of energy from one form to another. 

 Environment: Natural surroundings, including living and nonliving components. May also refer to a 

region or to all natural systems on planet Earth. 

 Food chain: a series of steps in which organisms transfer energy by eating and being eaten. 

 Food web: a network of feeding interactions. 

 Food web: The complex eating relationships among species within an ecosystem. In a diagram of a food 

web organisms are connected to the organisms they consume by arrows representing the direction of 

energy transfer. 

 Fossil Fuel: A substance that can be burned for heat energy, such as coal, oil, or natural gas, formed from 

the decayed remains of prehistoric animals and plants. 

 Herbivore: eat plant material 

 Heterotroph: consumers - must acquire energy from other organisms, typically by ingesting them. 

Systems Diagram 



 Input: The addition of matter, energy, or information to a system. 

 Invasive Species- A non-native species 

 Limiting Factors- Components that control the growth of a population.  

 Nitrogen Fixation: The process of converting nitrogen gas into ammonia that plants absorb and use. 

 Omnivore: eat both plant and animal material 

 Output: Matter, energy, or information that flows out of a system. 

 Photosynthesis: uses light energy to convert carbon dioxide and water into oxygen and energy-rich 

carbohydrates 

 Phytoplankton: floating algae = primary producers in many aquatic food chains. 

 Precipitation: Any product of the condensation of atmospheric water vapor deposited on Earth's surface, 

such as rain, snow, or hail. 

 Primary producer: (autotrophs) – are the first producers of energy-rich compounds that are later used by 

other organisms. 

 Scavenger: consume the carcasses of other animals that are already dead. 

 Secondary Consumer: An organism that eats primary producers. (Example: A grasshopper eats a leaf.) 

 System: An assemblage of interrelated parts or conditions through which matter, energy, and information 

flow. 

 Trophic level: Each step in a food chain or a food web 

 Zooplankton: small swimming animals that feed on marine algae 

 

 

Content Standard   “B”  (9-11 LS2B)  Student Performance Expectation 

Students know that: Students are expected to: 

Living organisms have the capacity to produce very 

large populations. Population density is the number of 

individuals of a particular population living in a given 

amount of space. 

 Evaluate the conditions necessary for rapid 

population growth (e.g., given adequate living and 

nonliving resources and no disease or predators, 

populations of an organism increase at rapid rates). 

 Given ecosystem data, calculate the population 

density of an organism.*a 

In other words: 

 Population density = # of organisms/area they live in. 

 Given unlimited resources, populations will grow very rapidly. Resources include space, food, water, 

mates, lack of predators, lack of diseases, etc. 

Important notes: 

 Conditions necessary for rapid population growth  

-Abiotic factors include 

o Temperature, humidity, hours of light and dark, water resources, etc. 

-Biotic factors include 

o Adequate food, mates, places to live, places to raise young, etc. 

 Competition can occur both among members of the same species (intraspecific 

competition) and between members of different species (interspecific competition) 
 

o Predator vs. Prey Relationships: can affect both the size of 

prey populations in a community and determine the places 

prey can live and feed. Note in a predator-prey diagram 

the population growth of the predator lags behind the 

population growth of the prey. 
 Diseases are considered predators. Don’t forget 

them! 
 Herbivores (plant eaters) can affect both the size 

and distribution of plant populations in a 

community and determine the places that certain 

plants can survive and grow. 
 



 

 

 Ecologists study the following 

about populations:  

o geographic range (where 

they live in one area, or 

where they live throughout 

the world) 

o density and distribution (are 

they all clumped together in 

one spot, or evenly spread out, or is distribution random) 

o growth rate (see below) 

o age structure (e.g., how many old critters are there compared to young critters).  

 Population size is affected by birthrate, death rate, and the rate at which individuals enter (immigration) 

or leave (emigration) a population. See above right. 

 

 Exponential growth? 

-Under ideal conditions with unlimited resources, a population 

will grow exponentially. (Reproduce as fast as bunny 

rabbits!) 

- Organisms that are introduced to new environments can grow 

exponentially for a time and change an ecosystem. This is 

especially true of invasive species. 

 Logistic growth? 

-This occurs when a population’s growth slows and then stops, 

following a period of exponential growth. This occurs because 

the numbers of organisms begin to exhaust the resources of the 

environment. The resources become “limiting factors.” They 

limit how much the population can grow. When the population 

gets to the size where it is in equilibrium with its resources, the 

population growth stops and has finally reached “Carrying 

capacity.” The capacity of the land to support (“carry”) a 

number of organisms of that species. 

 Population density is an often reported and commonly 

compared statistic for places around the world. Population 

density is the measure of the number per unit area. It is 

commonly represented as people per 

square mile (or square kilometer), which is 

derived simply by dividing...total area 

population / land area in square miles (or square kilometers) 

o For example, Canada's population of 33 million, divided by the land 

area of 3,559,294 square miles yields a density of 9.27 people per square mile. 

While this number would seem to indicate that 9.27 people live on each square mile 

of Canadian land area, the density within the country varies dramatically - a vast 

majority lives in the southern part of the country. Density is only a raw gauge to 

measure a population's disbursement across the land. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



What to look out for:  

 Be sure you understanding how to interpret graphs  

 Be sure you know how to calculate the population density of a defined area.  

 Rules for graphing: 

1. Title  

2. ‘x’ axis: time, independent variable or manipulated variable (MIX) 

3. ‘y’ axis: rate, dependent variable or responding variable 

4. You will be asked to interpret data and recognize patterns. It is most useful to develop 

a mathematical equation that fits the data. This then allows us to calculate the value of 

the dependent variable at any value of the independent variable. For example, if the 

plot of the data gives a straight line, we can say that the dependent variable (plotted on 

the y-axis) is directly proportional to the independent variable (plotted on the x-axis) 

In that case, we can then fit the data to the equation for a straight line,    y = mx + b,   

where m is the slope of the line and b is the y-intercept. 

 
 

 

Vocabulary:  

 Carrying Capacity- the largest number of individuals of a particular species that a particular 

environment can support. 

 Habitat: An ecological or environmental area that is inhabited by a particular species. It is the natural 

environment in which an organism lives or the physical environment that surrounds (influences and is 

used by) a species population. 

 Invasive Species- A non-native species 

 Limiting Factors- Components that control the growth of a population.  

 Niche: The position of a species or population in its ecosystem. A shorthand definition of niche is 

how and where an organism makes a living. 

 Open system: A system in which matter may flow in and out, as opposed to a closed system in which 

matter may not flow in or out. 

 Population density: The number of individuals of a particular population living in a given amount of 

space. 

 Population growth: The rate at which the number of individuals in a population increases. Usually 

applies to a given ecosystem, but could refer to a region or the entire Earth. 

 Population: The collection organisms of a particular species that can breed and reproduce. 
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Content Standard   “C”  (9-11 LS2C) Student Performance Expectation 

Students know that: Students are expected to: 

Population growth is limited by the availability of 

matter and energy found in resources, the size of the 

environment, and the presence of competing and/or 

predatory organisms. 

•Explain factors, including matter and energy, in the 

environment that limit the growth of plant and animal 

populations in natural ecosystems. 

In other words: 

 No interpretation needed. The Standard and Performance Expectation are clear. 

Important notes: 

 Limiting factors determine carrying capacity of a species. Limiting 

factors can act separately or together. 

o Density-dependent limiting factors mean factors that will not be 

much of a threat to a species if the population is small. But if the 

population becomes large, the factors start to limit how many of 

the species can survive. Examples: competition for food and 

nutrients (see below), predation, herbivory, parasitism, diseases, 

and stress from overcrowding.  

o Density –independent limiting factors affect all populations in 

similar ways, regardless of population size and density. Unusual weather such as hurricanes, 

droughts, or floods and natural disasters such as wildfires, volcanic eruptions, and huge 

earthquakes can act as density-independent limiting factors. That is, it doesn’t matter what the 

size of the population is, all are affects. Some of these factors may cause a population to “crash”.  

 Nutrient availability is a limiting factor that affects the productivity of an ecosystem.  
o Limitations in soil-All nutrient cycles work together like gears to 

provide nutrients. When one nutrient is in short supply, it causes 

the overall system to slow down or get stuck reducing overall 

productivity.   

o Open oceans are nutrient poor compared to most land areas and 

nitrogen is the limiting factor of the oceans.  

o In streams, lakes and freshwater environments, phosphorus is the 

limiting nutrient. For example, run off from a heavily fertilized 

crop may result in an algae bloom. This is caused from an increase 

in nutrients to the primary producers (algae). Excessive algae 

growth can cover the water’s surface and reduce photosynthesis to 

other organisms.  

 Primary sources of water pollution 

o The primary sources of water pollution are industrial and 

agricultural chemicals, and residential sewage and nonpoint 

sources.  

o For Example: Biomagnification occurs if a pollutant, such as 

DDT (a long lasting chemical used to control agricultural pest and 

disease carrying mosquitoes) enters a stream from rain water run-

off and is consumed by organisms, but not broken down. The 

DDT is passed up the food chain from producers to consumers. 

As the DDT enters the tropic levels, its concentration becomes 

more concentrated, causing damage to larger species at the top of 

the food chain.  

o This is also an example of a closed system. A system in which 

matter (DDT) may circulate, but may not enter or leave. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



What to look for: 

 Be sure you understand what a limiting factor is. Know the differences between a density-dependent and 

density-independent limiting factor. 

 Biomagnification is a big deal. Understand the principle. 

Vocabulary: 

 Limiting Factor: determines the carrying capacity of an environment for a species. A balance between 

extinction and overcrowding the planet. 

 Competition: When populations become crowded, individuals compete for food, water, space, sunlight, and 

other essentials. 

 Predation: The effect of a predator on its prey. Most predator-prey relationship populations’ cycle up and 

down over time like the graph above shown the wolf and moose on Isle Royale. 

 Human predation: Humans can limit the supply of certain populations by catching/hunting/harvesting more 

than can be put back causing the population steadily decline toward extinction. 

 Closed system: A system in which matter may circulate, but may not enter or leave. 

 

 

Content Standard   “D”  (9-11 LS2D) Student Performance Expectation 

Students know that: Students are expected to: 

Scientists represent ecosystems in the natural world 

using mathematical models. 

•Draw a systems diagram to illustrate and explain why 

introduced (nonnative) species often do poorly and 

have a tendency to die out, as well as why they 

sometimes do very well and force out native species. 

*a, *b 

In other words: 

 Because ecosystems are typically large and/or complex and/or change over long periods of time, it is 

usually best to understand them using a mathematical model. 

 Invasive species are a good topic to introduce this concept of modeling. 

Important notes: 

 An introduced species is synonymous with non-native. These species are usually introduced to an area by 

humans for a variety of reasons. E.g., 

o By mistake (e.g., Norway rats hitchhiking aboard sailing ships). 

o To control other non-native species that are reproducing out of control, and needing to be limited 

without using a herbicide (plant killer). NOTE: In the process of controlling non-native species, these 

introduced species can choke out the native vegetation as well and themselves become an invasive 

species 

o From human carelessness and/or ignorance. E.g., releasing your python pet into the Everglades. 

 Non-native species can  

o increase the biodiversity of an ecosystem  

o cause such an imbalance that the area in which it has been introduced becomes overcrowded, nutrient 

poor and prone to disease. 

What to look for:  

 You will probably be asked to draw a systems diagram and represent it mathematically. Chances are the 

math will be no more than calculating population density at different times as populations change due to 

an invasive species. See the example on this and the next page. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



EXAMPLE:  Mouse populations are tallied every 10 years in Central City, NO (Nowhere), a fictitious city in a 

fictitious state, for the sake of an example. The droppings, urine, and saliva of deer mice in particular can carry 

the Hantavirus, a rare but serious virus. To curtail the virus, the city decided to bring in one of the deermouse’s 

worst enemy, the barn owl. Barn owls eat many other types of food, including rats, frogs and small birds (called 

“LBJs, or “little brown jobbies” since they are so hard to identify), although deer mice are their favorite. 

Following are data that were collected by Central City naturalists from the year 1950 to 2010. 

 

Year: 1950 Species 

Area Surveyed = 1000 sq. 

hectares 

Deer 

Mice 
Rats Moles Frogs LBJs 

Barn 

Owls 

Count 500 50 30 100 300 30 

 

Year: 1960 Species 

Area Surveyed = 1000 sq. 

hectares 

Deer 

Mice 
Rats Moles Frogs LBJs 

Barn 

Owls 

Count 450 45 30 90 200 34 

 

Year: 1970 Species 

Area Surveyed = 1000 sq. 

hectares 

Deer 

Mice 
Rats Moles Frogs LBJs 

Barn 

Owls 

Count 250 45 30 80 100 50 

 

Year: 1980 Species 

Area Surveyed = 1000 sq. 

hectares 

Deer 

Mice 
Rats Moles Frogs LBJs 

Barn 

Owls 

Count 100 45 30 70 100 60 

 

Year: 1990 Species 

Area Surveyed = 1000 sq. 

hectares 

Deer 

Mice 
Rats Moles Frogs LBJs 

Barn 

Owls 

Count 100 45 30 60 100 60 

 

1. Draw a graph that represents the above data. Describe the effect the introduction of barn owls has had on 

each of its prey. Give a possible reason for each effect. 

2. Draw a systems diagram showing the inputs, process, and outputs. Use population densities as your 

measurement tool. 

 

Vocabulary: 

 Non-native (Introduced): Species that have become able to survive and reproduce outside the habitats 

where they evolved or spread naturally. 

 Native Species: defined as natural to a given region or ecosystem if its presence in that region is the result 

of only natural processes, with no human intervention. 

 Invasive Species: those introduced species that spread-widely or quickly, and cause harm, be that to the 

environment,
 
human health, other valued resources or the economy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Content Standard   “E”  (9-11 LS2E) 

 
Student Performance Expectation 

Students know that: Students are expected to: 

Interrelationships of organisms may generate 

ecosystems that are stable for hundreds or thousands of 

years. Biodiversity refers to the different kinds of 

organisms in specific ecosystems or on the planet as a 

whole. 

 Compare the biodiversity of organisms in different 

types of ecosystems (e.g., rain forest, grassland, 

desert) noting the interdependencies and 

interrelationships among the organisms in these 

different ecosystems.  

In other words: 

 No interpretation needed. The Standard and 

Performance Expectation are clear. 

 

Important notes: 

 Terrestrial Biomes: 
o Earth has 6 major biomes and each biome is 

defined by its climate and by the plant 

communities that live there.  

 The abiotic factors that affect climate are 

primarily temperature, precipitation, and 

latitude. NOTE: latitude may be 

“mimicked” by altitude, as in hiking up a 

tall mountain. 

 Each biome has its own climate diagram. 
 Biodiversity is most affected by humans altering habitats, hunting, introducing invasive species, 

releasing pollution into food webs, and contributing to climate change.  

 

o Below is a comparison between a tropical rainforest and northwest coniferous forest.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 Aquatic ecosystems 

o Aquatic organisms are affected primarily by the water’s depth, temperature, flow, and amount of 

dissolved nutrients.  

o Zones of Aquatic Ecosystems: 

 Photic zone: the sunlit region up to 200 meters deep. This may be only a few inches deep in rivers or 

streams depending on the amount of silt that clouds the water. 

 Aphotic zone: below the photic zone, where photosynthesis does not occur. 

 Freshwater ecosystem categories  

o Freshwater ecosystems can be divided into three main categories: rivers and streams; lakes 

and ponds; and freshwater wetlands. Only 3% of the Earth’s surface water is fresh water, but 

that small percentage provides terrestrial (land) organisms with drinking water, food and 

transportation. 

o Wetlands support a large amount of plant and aquatic life and are one of the most important 

for their role in filtering pollutants and to prevent flooding by absorbing large amounts of 

water.  

 Estuaries are where freshwater rivers dump into saltwater. 

o Estuaries serve as spawning and nursery grounds for many ecologically and commercially 

important fish and shellfish species.  

 Marine ecosystems. The ocean can also be divided into zones based on depth and distance from 

the shore.  

o Intertidal Zone: organisms are submerged in seawater at high tide and exposed to air and 

sunlight at low tide. 

o Coastal Ocean: extends from low tide to the outer edge of the continental shelf. 

o Open Ocean: begins at the edge of the continental shelf and extend outward. More than 90% 

of the ocean is Open Ocean Zone. 

 

o Organisms that live in each marine zone have unique adaptations that enable them to 

live in each of these zones. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What to look for: 

 Biodiversity is considered by most as a “good thing.” The more diverse the kinds of organisms are that 

live in an area; the better able to ecosystem is able to support itself if something goes wrong with one 

species. Remember that the greatest threat to biodiversity is humans due to habitat destruction. 

 Remember that biomes are defined mostly by temperature, precipitation, and latitude…and plant type. 

 

 

 



Vocabulary: 

 Aphotic Zone- This area is considered the dark zone and extends just below the photic zone to the bottom of 

the ocean.  Food webs here are based on which organisms fall from the photic zone above “marine snow” or 

on the chemosynthetic organism.  

 Benthic Zone- environment on the ocean floor in the Aphotic Zone where organisms are exposed to high 

pressure, frigid temperature or extremely hot deep-sea vents that support chemosynthetic primary producers.  

 Climate: Encompasses the temperatures, humidity, atmospheric pressure, winds, rainfall, atmospheric particle 

count, and numerous other meteorological elements in a given region over long periods of time. 

 Ecosystem: A natural unit consisting of all plants, animals, and microorganisms (biotic factors) in an area 

functioning together with all of the nonliving physical (abiotic) factors of the environment. 

 Global climate: The average temperature, humidity, rainfall, and other meteorological measures of Earth as a 

whole over a long period of time (usually taken to be about 30 years). 

 Photic Zone- The surface most layer of water that receives the most sunlight and conducts the most 

photosynthesis. The photic zone is nutrient poor, but because it is so massive, it supports a large number of 

small species such as phytoplankton. 

 Temperature: A physical property that determines the direction of heat flow between two objects placed in 

thermal contact. If no heat flow occurs, the two objects have the same temperature; otherwise, heat flows 

from the hotter object to the colder object. 

 

 

 

 

 

Content Standard   “F”  (9-11 LS2F) Student Performance Expectation 

Students know that: Students are expected to: 

The concept of sustainable development supports 

adoption of policies that enable people to obtain the 

resources they need today without limiting the ability 

of future generations to meet their own needs. 

Sustainable processes include substituting renewable 

for nonrenewable resources, recycling, and using fewer 

resources. 

 Explain how scientific concepts and findings relate 

to a resource issue currently under discussion in the 

state of Washington (e.g., removal of dams to 

facilitate salmon spawning in rivers; construction 

of wind farms).* a,*b,*c. 

 Explain how the concept of sustainable 

development may be applied to a current resource 

issue in the state of Washington.*a,*b,*c. 

In other words :  

 No interpretation needed. The Standard and Performance Expectations are clear. 

 

Important Notes: 

 It is important to familiarize yourself with resource issues applicable to the Pacific Northwest. These include, 

but are not limited to 

o Salmon populations 

o Crop rotation 

o Crop irrigation 

o Reforestation issues after clear-cutting 

o The succession occurring at Mt. St. Helens 

o Construction of wind farms along the Columbia Gorge. 

o Non-point source pollution of Puget Sound 

 Be able to demonstrate your knowledge of a resource issue using a systems diagram to show the 

interdependency among organisms within an ecosystem.  

 

 

 

 



What to look for: Don’t be too over-simplistic with these questions. 

Figure F: Elwha Dam Removal 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Vocabulary: 

 Sustainable development: Policies that enable people to obtain the resources they need today without 

limiting the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Effects of Dam Removal 
on the Elwha River 

With Dam 
in Place 

After Dam 
Removal 

Ocean 

 Higher pH 

 Higher temperature in 

reservoirs due to stagnant 

water and sunlight heating 

slow-moving water. 

 Evolution of fish species 

change due to geographic 

isolation 

 Lower concentration of 

dissolved oxygen (DO), again 

due to stagnant water 

 Loss of Salmon as a Keystone 

Species results in: 

o Loss of natural predators 

that depend on salmon 

as a food staple (bears) 

o Loss of oceanic 

nutrients, primarily 

nitrogen, brought into 

the ecosystem by 

returning salmon 

 Mouth of river shrinks due to 

lack of sediment 

 Salmon spawn in the lower 

river because they cannot get 

past dam 

 Salmon eggs die due to warm 

temperatures 

 Sediment size is not adequate 

for hiding salmon eggs 

Dam 

Lower 
River 

 Lower pH (The lower the pH number, the 

greater the acidity) 

 Lower temperature due to moving water 

 Higher dissolved oxygen (DO) due to the 

cold, fast-moving water 

 The return of salmon species from the ocean 

replenishes nitrogen into the soil to support 

native species. 

 More macroinvertebrates (bugs) 

 Initial increased sediment (high turbidity) 

 Cooler temperatures 

 Increased pH 

 High DO content 

 Increased water speeds 

Upper 
River 

Dam 

Lower 
River 
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SAMPLE TEST QUESTIONS – Taken from several tests, so the numbers are not in order. 

 

1. 

 

The table below contains information about animal diets. 

 

 
Which energy pyramid best represents the data in the table? 

  a.  

 

  b.  

 

  c.  

 

  d.  

 

 

 

 

 



2. The graph below shows changes in a caribou population over time. 

 

 
 

Based on the graph, which of the following is a possible explanation for the stabilization of the caribou population?  

  a.  an equal number of deaths and births 

  b.  an unequal number of deaths and births 

  c.  an equal number of immigrants and births 

  d.  an unequal number of immigrants and deaths 

 

3. Before modern fertilizers were introduced, farmers regularly allowed certain amounts of their land to grow wild in order to renew the 

soil before planting crops again. This increased the output of the farm by doing which of the following? 

  a.  decreasing the average yield per crop 

  b.  decreasing the amount of carbon in the soil 

  c.  increasing the amount of usable nutrients in the soil 

  d.  increasing competition between crops and wild plants 

 

4. 

 

Which of the following is an example of a relationship between a consumer and a producer? 

  a.  mice eating seeds 

  b.  snakes eating mice 

  c.  humans eating mushrooms 

  d.  plants taking nutrients from the soil 

 

  5.    Which of the following sets of organisms would be found in a wetland ecosystem? 

    a.     tortoise, lizard, fly 

    b.     salamander, mosquito, frog 

    c.     moose, seal, lemming 

    d.    lion, giraffe, beetle 

 

  

6. Nitrogen-fixing bacteria help cycle nitrogen through ecosystems. How do they do this? 

  a.  They change nitrogen into forms usable by plants. 

  b.  They convert water and carbon dioxide into sugar. 

  c.  They release the chemical energy in nitrogen for respiration. 

  d.  They convert sunlight into chemical energy stored in nitrogen. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



7. 
The five Great Lakes make up 95% of the United States’ fresh water supply. Chemicals, pesticides, and 

herbicides from the agriculture industry and toxic wastes from factories have polluted the Lakes. Higher 

temperatures and reduced precipitation have contributed to lower water levels, leading to costly efforts to 

dig out harbors and to open shipping lanes. 

 

A hard freeze that affected Lakes Superior, Huron, and Erie during the winter of 2003 forced ships 

carrying industrial products to delay shipments or risk being trapped in the 2-foot-thick ice. 

 

 

A scientist who believes that the dropping water levels in the Great Lakes are the result of global 

warming would be most likely to study ways to reduce 

  a.  oil spills. 

  b.  acid rain. 

  c.  fossil fuel use. 

  d.  recycling of paper. 

 

8. Complete burning of plant material returns carbon primarily to the 

  a.  herbivores. 

  b.  water. 

  c.  vegetation. 

  d.  atmosphere. 

 

9. 

 

The greatest mass in any ecosystem is usually found in 

  a.  parasites. 

  b.  producers. 

  c.  consumers. 

  d.  decomposers. 

 

10. Rabbits introduced into Australia over 100 years ago have become a serious pest to farmers. Rabbit populations increased so 

much that they displaced many native species of plant eaters. What is the most logical explanation for their increased 

numbers? 

  a.  Rabbits have a high death rate. 

  b.  There are few effective predators. 

  c.  Additional rabbit species have been introduced. 

  d.  There is an increase in rabbit competitors. 

11. Which of these organisms would most likely be found at the top of an energy pyramid? 

  a.  clams 

  b.  sardines 

  c.  sharks 

  d.  kelp 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

12. 

 

 

Refer to the text below to answer questions 12 through 15. 

 

A form of lake succession called eutrophication occurs when a lake fills with inorganic and organic debris and eventually 

becomes a field. Water draining into a lake carries nutrients and organic compounds, which stimulate growth of algae and 

microorganisms. This growth forms an opaque mat on the lake's surface and lowers the level of dissolved oxygen produced by 

plants in the lake. Over time, the algae and microorganisms become so dense that the oxygen becomes depleted, killing the 

fish in the lake. Decaying fish bodies and other sediments accumulate on the lake bottom, until gradually the lake becomes 

land. 

 

A biologist claims that during lake succession, fish such as trout are slowly replaced by fish such as bluegills. How must these 

fish be different for this claim to be TRUE? 

 a.  Bluegills must require less oxygen than trout. 

  b.  Bluegills must have a greater population size. 

  c.  Bluegills must require less nitrogen than trout. 

  d.  Bluegills must have a higher carrying capacity. 

 

13. Which of the following explains why algae and microorganisms reduce the level of dissolved oxygen? 

  a.  Plants below the lake`s surface do not have cell walls. 

  b.  Plants below the lake`s surface cannot undergo mitosis. 

  c.  Plants below the lake`s surface cannot undergo meiosis. 

  d.  Plants below the lake`s surface cannot undergo photosynthesis. 

 

14. There is much eutrophication taking place in Lake Mitchell, but in Lake Sarah there is relatively little. You read that this is 

partially due to the runoff of the different kinds of forests surrounding each lake. Which of the following would have to be 

true in order to support this claim? 

  a.  The trees are taller around Lake Sarah than around Lake Mitchell. 

  b.  The trees are taller around Lake Mitchell than around Lake Sarah. 

  c.  The forests around Lake Sarah lose their leaves in fall; those around Lake Mitchell do not. 

  d.  The forests around Lake Mitchell lose their leaves in fall; those around Lake Sarah do not. 

 

15. After a volcanic eruption has covered an area with lava, which of the following is the most likely order or succession in the 

repopulation of the area? 

  a.  lichens ----> grasses ----> shrubs ----> trees 

  b.  mosses ----> grasses ----> lichens ----> trees 

  c.  grasses ----> trees ----> mosses ----> lichens 

  d.  shrubs ----> grasses ----> trees ----> lichens 

 

16. Read the article below and answer questions 16 and 17. 

 



 

 
 

16. The central claim of the article is which of the following? 

  a.  The Milankovitch cycle has strongly influenced human cultures. 

  b.  Only with modern technology has humanity begun to alter the environment. 

  c.  Manipulating the environment is acceptable because people have always done it. 

  d.  People have been altering the environment much longer than previously believed. 

 

 17. In paragraph 4, the transformation of flora is an example of which process? 

  a.  recycling 

  b.  predation 

  c.  succession 

 d.  fossilization 

 



18. 

 
 

18. When the Mount St. Helens volcano erupted, the blast covered much of the surrounding area with ash. Based on the 

diagram above, which list shows the sequence of secondary succession that followed that eruption? 

  a.  X, Y, Z, W 

  b.  Z, X, Y, W 

  c.  W, Y, X, Z 

  d.  Z, Y, W, X 

 

19. Why does the nitrogen cycle limit the carrying capacity of some ecosystems when Earth's atmosphere is 78% nitrogen? 

  a.  Only ultraviolet light can bond nitrogen with nonpoisonous elements. 

  b.  Very few organisms can fix nitrogen into biologically useful compounds. 

  c.  Only animals can use nitrogen in chemical reactions that give them energy. 

  d.  Compared with solids, gases have such a low density that nitrogen is still scarce. 

20. Which of these is a negative side effect of using pesticides on crops? 

  a.  Crop pests are destroyed. 

  b.  The crop takes longer to mature. 

  c.  The size of the crop is reduced. 

 

 

 

 



 The characteristics of some organisms are listed below. 

 

Algae - producers 

Osprey - carnivorous bird 

Largemouth bass - carnivorous fish 

Daphnia - herbivorous crustacean 

Minnow - omnivorous fish 

 

21. Based on the information given above, which of the following food chains is possible? 

  a.  

 

  b.  

 

  c.  

 

  d.  

 

22. Fertilizers help plants grow faster. However, as more and more fertilizer is added, the plants may stop growing and begin to 

die. Which graph best illustrates this pattern? 

  a.  

 

  b.  
 

  c.  

 



  d.  

 

 Study the diagram below of a partial desert food web. Then do Numbers 23 through 25.  

 

 
 

23. What do the arrows in the diagram represent? 

  a.  the flow of energy in a food web 

  b.  evolution from less to more complex organisms 

  c.  symbiotic relationships among desert organisms 

  d.  the movement of desert organisms at night 

 

 24. The night snake population might increase as the result of 

  a.  an increase in the screech owl population 

  b.  an increase in the yucca moth population 

  c.  a decrease in the night lizard population 

  d.  a decrease in the wood rat population 

 

 25. The night lizard might be called a "secondary consumer" because 

  a.  it feeds on a plant-eating animal. 

  b.  it is eaten by another animal. 

  c.  it eats the remains of other animals. 

  d.  it comes out to feed after the night snake. 
 

 



Biology EOC Study Guide: Part 3, Evolution 
 

Content Standard   “A”  (9-11 LS3A ) Student Performance Expectation 

Students know that: Students are expected to: 

Biological evolution is due to: (1) genetic variability of 

offspring due to mutations and genetic recombination, 

(2) the potential for a species to increase its numbers, 
(3) a finite supply of resources, and (4) natural 

selection by the environment for those offspring better 

able to survive and produce offspring. 

Explain biological evolution as the consequence of the 

interactions of four factors: population growth, 

inherited variability of offspring, a finite supply of 
resources, and natural selection by the environment of 

offspring better able to survive and reproduce.  

Predict the effect on a species if one of these factors 

should change.*a  

In other words:  

 Because organisms over-reproduce, there is competition for resources (like food, water, mates). Since 

organisms of the same species are all slightly different, those individuals that have inherited variations that 

are favorable in the given environment will survive to reproduce.  

Important notes: 

 Don’t forget the importance of over-reproduction. Without that, competition would not occur. 

 Those “inherited variations” are due to two things (1) mutations in genes (changes in the As, Gs, Cs, and Ts 

of the DNA molecule), and (2) rearrangement of existing genes during the process of meiosis, crossing 

over, and fertilization. To review meiosis, revisit the Meiosis Square Dance. 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eaf4j19_3Zg. Recall that when chromosomes line up in their pairs during 

meiosis, how they line up is random (on one side it could be mom, mom, dad…or dad, mom, dad, etc.) 

Also, the chromatid tips can exchange, making new combinations of genes in a chromosome.  

 Natural selection does not select the biggest, strongest, etc. Although those factors may play a role, natural 

selection selects the successful individuals. Successful individuals are those that reproduce healthy 
offspring. 

 The “environment” does the selection, but the most important “parts” of the environment are the predators, 

especially the little ones: bacteria, viruses, and protozoans (unicellular organisms that live in water). 

 Recall that only species evolve. Evolution is something that happens to a population, not to an individual. It 

is the individual that may have a mutation, but that has to be passed on to many in the population for the 
species to evolve. 

 Two organisms are of the same species if they breed and produce fertile offspring under natural conditions 

(e.g., not in a zoo). 

What to look out for: 

 If you have to explain anything (“Predict the effect on a species if one of these factors should change.”) 

what they are going to be looking for is if you mess up by writing a teleological statement: saying that an 
organism changes because it needs to in order to keep up with a changing environment. NO NO NO. This 

is the red flag that shows them that you do not know how evolution works. You MUST say that a given 

mutation gives the organism an advantage over others that do not have the mutation (and give some sort 
of logical reason why). Because they have this advantage, they will pass it on to their offspring and that 

mutation will become more prevalent in the population. 

 TALK OF EVERYTHING IN BIOLOGY IN TERMS OF “WHAT IS THE ADVANTAGE OF ___?” 

Vocabulary 

Adaptation: Any change in the structure or functioning of an organism that is favored by natural selection and 
makes the organism better suited to its environment.  

Evolution: A series of gradual or rapid changes, some regular, some random, that account for the present form 

and function of phenomena both living and nonliving.  
Generation: A generation is defined as ―the average interval of time between the birth of parents and the birth 

of their offspring. 

Genetic information: A set of instructions coded in DNA molecules that specifies the traits of an organism.  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eaf4j19_3Zg


Genetic recombination: The regrouping of genes in an offspring caused by the crossing over of chromosomes 

during meiosis.  
Genetic variation: A measure of the tendency of individual genotypes in a population to vary from one to 

another. 

Mutation: Change to the nucleotide sequence of the genetic material of an organism.  

Natural selection: The process by which heritable traits that are favored by environmental conditions become 
more common in successive generations, and heritable traits that are less favored by environmental conditions 

become less common. Over time, this process may result in the emergence of new species. 

Species: A group of organisms capable of interbreeding and producing fertile offspring.  
Variation: A measure of the tendency of individuals in a population to differ from one another. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Content Standard   “B”  (9-11 LS3B)  Student Performance Expectation 

Students know that: Students are expected to: 

Random changes in the genetic makeup of cells and 
organisms (mutations) can cause changes in their 

physical characteristics or behaviors. If the genetic 

mutations occur in eggs or sperm cells, the changes will 

be inherited by offspring. While many of these changes 
will be harmful, a small minority may allow the 

offspring to better survive and reproduce.  

Describe the molecular process by which organisms 
pass on physical and behavioral traits to offspring, as 

well as the environmental and genetic factors that cause 

minor differences (variations) in offspring or 

occasional mistakes in the copying of genetic material 
that can be inherited by future generations (mutations).  

Explain how a genetic mutation may or may not allow a 

species to survive and reproduce in a given 
environment.  

In other words: 

 Meiosis creates sperm and egg. It is because of meiosis that offspring are different from their parents. Each 

human parent has 23 PAIRS of chromosomes. They randomly “give” one of each pair to their offspring 

through the process of meiosis and then fertilization, thus mixing up which chromosomes the offspring get. 
So variation is caused by (a) how the chromosome line up in meiosis, (b) crossing over during meiosis, and 

(c) fertilization [which sperm gets to the egg first!]. 

 Mutations (as far as we know) in the DNA or sperm and eggs (and all other cells) are random, and can be 

caused by environmental factors as well as copying mistakes when DNA gets duplicated. 

 Most mutations are harmful. But some are advantageous. 

 Mutations have to occur in sperm or in eggs in order for those mutations to be passed on to the next 

generation. Mutations in other cells (somatic cells) may harm the individual, but they won’t affect the 

offspring. 

Important notes: 

 The process of meiosis creates sperm and egg. In humans, the 46 chromosomes line up in their pairs along 

the equator of a cell (forming two rows of 23 chromosomes). Each of these chromosomes has already 
duplicated, but the two parts (chromatids) are held together in the middle (by a centromere). The spindle 

fibers pull one of each duplicated chromosome to each side of the cell and then the cell splits. This reduces 

the chromosome number from 46 to 23. But those 23 chromosomes are still duplicated. So each cell goes 
through a process just like mitosis where the duplicated chromosomes line up. THIS time the spindle fibers 

pull then centrioles apart, and the chromatids now separate to the two sides of each cell. You end up with 

four new cells, each with 23 chromosomes (each chromatid became a chromosome). In males, all 4 cells 
grow a tail and become sperm. In females, one cell hogs all the cytoplasm and the other three die. 

 NOTE: Crossing over occurs in meiosis. This mixes the DNA up even more. Once again, review the 

Meiosis Square Dance! 



 Mutations are changes in the bases (As. Cs. G. and Ts) of DNA molecules. Mutations can be caused by  

o Environment, such as physical damage to DNA (e.g., from ultraviolet light), or chemical damage 

from all sorts of carcinogens (cancer causing chemicals). 
o “Reading errors” when DNA duplicates. The wrong bases (A, T, C, or G) may be added. 

Although eukaryotic cells have a “checking” mechanism to be sure all the bases are correct, 

occasionally it fails. Bacteria have no such checking mechanism, which is why they mutate so 

fast. They just make lots of errors when copying themselves! 

 Genes are segments of DNA that tell the cell what protein to make. 

 Mutations can cause a physical characteristic to change or a behavioral characteristic to change, such as a 

“fixed action pattern.” (E.g., give a mommy duck an egg-like object and it will always tuck it in under its 

feathers and sit on it.) 

What to look out for: 

 AGAIN: Talk about everything in terms of the advantage trait/mutation/whatever will have for an 

organism. 

 What they want you to know is that the genetic change has to occur in the egg or sperm in order for it to be 

of any consequence for future generations (for evolution). 

 Focus on the big idea that meiosis reduces the number of chromosomes by ½ so that when sperm meets egg, 

the original number of chromosomes are present in the fertilized egg. 

Vocabulary 
Anatomical feature: A structure found in a living thing (e.g., heart, lung, liver, backbone).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Content Standard   “C”  (9-11 LS3C) Student Performance Expectation 

Students know that: Students are expected to: 

The great diversity of organisms is the result of more 
than 3.5 billion years of evolution that has filled 

available ecosystem niches on Earth with life forms. 

Explain how the millions of different species alive 
today are related by descent from a common ancestor.  

Explain that genes in organisms that are very different 

(e.g., yeast, flies, and mammals) can be very similar 
because these organisms all share a common ancestor.  

In other words: 

 None. The Standards and Expectations are very clear. But read the notes below . 

Important notes: 

 If I were writing this test (which I am not), I might make a 

question that incorporates the first standard (“A”) with this 
standard. Here’s what I would be looking for: It is over-

reproduction that makes organisms compete for resources. 

And if the Earth were not totally populated with plants and 
animals, any unpopulated or under-populated area would 

be prime for an invasion of anything that had genes that 

would allow it to live there. It could take advantage of new 

land (or water), new food sources (if you weren’t the first 
one there!), new water sources, etc. The genes that would 

allow it to live there wouldn’t necessarily be all the genes 

from the parent population. The new population would 
have a different gene pool. This is called the “Founder 

Effect.” A new population would be working with a 

different mixture of genes. 

 



 Note that different environments and different niches 

require different sets of both physical and behavioral genes 

to allow organisms to survive. Again, those organisms 
with mutations that give them an advantage and allow 

them to reproduce will survive and pass those mutations 

on to the next generation. The mutations will spread in the 

population. And then the environment (both predators and 
climate) will change, and the process of accumulating 

advantageous mutations continues.  

o A niche is how a population responds to the 
abundance of its resources and enemies. 

o the competitive exclusion principle states that no 

two species can occupy the same niche in the 

same environment for a long time 

 As change spreads, organisms become more and more different from each other. Eventually they may be so 

different that they can no longer mate and produce fertile offspring. They then would be considered two 

different species. 

o How do we know if a population is changing? We monitor the gene pool (the percentage of one 
gene versus its allele [e.g., brown eyes vs blue eyes]) over a period of time. If it changes, the 

population is evolving. Evolution is the change in gene frequencies of a population over time. 

o The process of speciation means the making of two or more species from one. They will probably 
not ask you the specifics on this, but be aware that a common example is when a species grows 

and migrates it may get separated into two groups. Each group accumulates different mutations 

over a period of time and eventually cannot mate. They have become two species. Common 

example in the west: one species of salamanders in California have migrated to either side of the 
Sierra Nevada Range and can no longer interbreed (see diagram on next page).  This is also called 

adaptive radiation; the critters are going in different directions (radiating) and accumulating 

different adaptations that suit those two different environments (adaptive). 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 Going backwards, we can see that the genetic make-up of present day organisms originally came from a 

much smaller pool of genes. They could have come from one single organism. Which begs the question, 
where did that cell come from, but that is another field of investigation. 

What to look for: 

 Use of the words “descent from a common ancestor” is what they are probably going to look for, even if 

it is in the stem of the question. You will need to explain it, however. I think a good tactic would be to say 
something about following an organism’s history backwards and reversing any mutations that took place 

would end us up with one or a few common ancestral cells. Maybe you can come up with a good analogy. 

Think of a family genealogy chart. What are some other analogies? 

 



Vocabulary 

Common ancestors: A group of organisms is said to have common descent if they have a common ancestor. In 
modern biology, it is generally accepted that all living organisms on Earth are descended from a common ancestor 

or ancestral gene pool.  

Extinction: The death of all members of a species of plant or animal. The moment of extinction is generally 

considered to be the death of the last individual of that species, although the capacity to breed and recover may 
have been lost before this point.  

 
 

Content Standard   “D”  (9-11 LS3D) Student Performance Expectation 

Students know that: Students are expected to: 

The fossil record and anatomical and molecular 

similarities observed among diverse species of living 
organisms provide evidence of biological evolution. 

Using the fossil record and anatomical and/or molecular 

(DNA) similarities as evidence, formulate a logical 
argument for biological evolution as an explanation for 

the development of a representative species (e.g., birds, 

horses, elephants, whales).  

In other words: 

 The “Students know that” says it all. What you are expected to know is addressed in “What to look for.” 

Important notes: 

 What the fossil record shows: 

o Most important are transitional forms: fossils 

that are intermediate in form between species. 
The classic example is Archaeopteryx, an 

animal like a dinosaur, with teeth, bony tail, 

and scales on most of its body, and yet like a 
bird with modern feathers.  

 
 

 

 What comparative anatomy shows: 

o Vestigial structures: Structures in common to 
similar groups of organisms, but useless in 

some (remnants, or left-overs, of evolution). 

Examples: hips and legs in snakes and whales, 
appendix in humans and carnivores. 

 

 

o Homologous structures: Look at the arm (or 
leg, or skull, or…) bones of a human, horse, 

porpoise, and bat, and they all have the same 

parts in the same positions. They differ just in 
length, girth, 

and proportion. 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

Leg bones in 
salamander 

Leg bones in 
whale 

Leg bone in 
boa constrictor 



 

o Analogous structures: Structures that evolved 
independently but are used for the same function and are 

at least superficially similar in structure. Usually, 

because organisms live in similar environments, even if 

those are on different continents, they form similar 
adaptations for the same purposes. Examples: Wings of 

birds vs wings of insects. Eyes of octopuses and eyes of 

humans (they are not structurally the same; the octopus 
eye is much more logical!) 

 

 What comparative embryology shows:  

o Example: The embryos of fish, 

reptiles, amphibians, birds, and 
mammals all look very similar when 

they are young. All have tails. All 

have pharyngeal gill slits. Their head, 
spinal column, eyes, and limb buds 

look the same. You and I could not 

tell them apart. But as they mature, 
they begin to develop differently due 

to different genes being turned on and 

off. In reptiles, birds, and mammals, 

the pharyngeal gill slits turn into ears, 
jaws, and throat. In fish, they turn into 

gills! 

 Comparative biochemistry 

o The more closely related two species 
are, the greater the number of chemical similarities they share. 

 Compare amino acid sequences. Commonly compared are the amino acid sequences in a 

protein that all eukaryotes have: cytochrome c. It is a carrier in the electron transport 
system of cellular respiration.  

 DNA sequences are compared, as are RNA sequences. 

What to look for: 

 Here I am only guessing. Evolution is a good topic to give students a set of data or a set of pictures to 

look at. The student is then expected to play the game “Which one of these is most like another one” to 
figure out which organisms are either most closely related and most distantly related. I would be familiar 

with all the lines of evidence listed above. Do not necessarily memorize them, but understand the 

concepts so that, given a data set, you know what to do with it! The data set would most likely show 
homologous structures, or amino acid sequences, or DNA/RNA sequences. I doubt they would give you 

vestigial structures, analogous structures, and probably not embryological sketches. 

 I would guess you might be asked about what transitional forms show, and why analogous structures 

form. 

Vocabulary 
Fossil: The preserved remains or traces of animals, plants, and other organisms from the remote past.  

Index fossil: Fossil that is used to determine relative age of layer of sedimentary rock.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Content Standard   “E”  (9-11 LS3E) 

 
Student Performance Expectation 

Students know that: Students are expected to: 

Biological classifications are based on how organisms 
are related, reflecting their evolutionary history. 

Scientists infer relationships from physiological traits, 

genetic information, and the ability of two organisms to 
produce fertile offspring. 

Classify organisms, using similarities and differences in 
physical and functional characteristics.  

Explain similarities and differences among closely 

related organisms in terms of biological evolution (e.g., 
Darwin’s finches had different beaks due to food 

sources on the islands where they evolved).  

In other words: 

 We group organisms into kingdoms, phyla, classes, 

orders, families, genera, and species by how closely 
related they are to each other. We use physical 

characteristics, amino acid sequences, DNA, and even 

behavior. By grouping organisms this way, we can 
deduce an evolutionary history…an evolutionary tree. 

 

 

 
 

 Closely related organisms may show variation. This 

typically is a result of adapting to slightly different 

environments. The classic example are the finches that 
Darwin cataloged on the Galapagos Islands. The shape 

of their beak was adapted to their food source: strong 

beaks for nuts, sharp pointy beaks for insects, hooked 
beaks for grubs, etc.  

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 



Important notes: 

 We call traits that we can trace back to ancient ancestors 

“ancestral traits”. Or, because all their descendants have 
those traits, we also call them “shared traits.”  

 We call traits that have evolved more recently “derived 

traits.” 

 By comparing shared with derived traits, we can build 

an evolutionary tree (called a cladogram, because 

organisms with similar traits at some level, e.g., an 
order, belong to the same “clad.” 

What to look for: 

 I will guess they won’t have you create a cladogram. Instead, they will have to look at a data chart and, 

once again, play the game of “Which one of these is most like the other one?” The closer they are alike, the 
more closely related they are. 

 They will probably also ask you to “Explain similarities and differences among closely related organisms in 

terms of biological evolution.” Here you just need to use common sense. Look at the information they give 

you and decide which features would give an organism a selective advantage (that is, assure them 
reproductive success). Again! Be sure you talk about advantages. No organism changes “in order to 

adapt.” RECALL, AN ORGANISM DOES NOT CHANGE OR ADAPT OR EVOLVE; A 

POPULATION DOES! ORGANISMS CAN HAVE MUTATIONS, AND IF THOSE MUTATIONS 

AFFECT THEIR SEX CELLS, THEY WILL PASS THEM ON TO THEIR OFFSPRING. A 

SINGLE ORGANISM DOES NOT ADAPT TO ITS ENVIRONMENT! A POPULATION DOES. 

Organisms pass on variations (mutations) because those variations were helpful in terms of reproductive 

success. Organisms don’t pass on variations because they “know” the next generation will be better 
adapted! 

Vocabulary 

Biological classification: A method by which biologists group and categorize species of organisms. Biological 

classification is a form of scientific taxonomy.  
Classify: To arrange in some sort of order by categories or groupings 

 

This is critical to this portion of the test, so I will say it again” AN ORGANISM DOES NOT EVOLVE; A 

POPULATION DOES. ORGANISMS CAN HAVE MUTATIONS (ADAPTATIONS), AND IF THOSE 

AFFECT THEIR SEX CELLS, THE MUTATIONS WILL PASS TO THEIR OFFSPRING.  

 

*Be uber careful with the word “change.” SUGGESTION: Never use the word “change” when talking 

about evolution. In evolution, “change” can mean a change in a genetic code in one organism (aka, a 

mutation/adaptation) OR change in a population through time (evolution). If you mean a change in an 

individual’s genetic make-up, use the word “mutation”. If you mean a change in a population through time, 

use the word “evolution.” If you simply say “change,” test graders may think you are saying that 

individuals evolve. Individuals do not. Populations do. 

 

 
  

Shared Trait 

Early Derived Trait 

Late Derived Trait 



EVOLUTION TEST EXAMPLES 

 

1. Which of these best illustrates natural selection? 

 a. 
 
An organism with favorable genetic variations will tend to survive and breed successfully. 

 b. 
 
A population monopolizes all of the resources in its habitat, forcing other species to migrate. 

 c. 
 
A community whose members work together utilizes all existing resources and migratory 

routes. 

 d. 
 
The largest organisms in a species receive the only breeding opportunities. 

2. A small population of chimpanzees lives in a habitat that undergoes no changes for a long period. How 

will genetic drift probably affect this population? 

  a. 
 
It will accelerate the appearance of new traits. 

  b. 
 
It will promote the survival of chimpanzees with beneficial traits. 

  c. 
 
It will increase the number of alleles for specific traits. 

  d. 
 
It will reduce genetic diversity. 

3. 

 

In carrier pigeons there is a rare inherited condition that causes the death of the chicks before hatching. In 

order for this disease to be passed from generation to generation there must be parent birds that 

  a. 
 
are heterozygous for the disease. 

  b. 
 
have the disease themselves. 

  c. 
 
produce new mutations for this disease. 

  d. 
 
are closely interbred. 

4. A single species of squirrel evolved over time into two species, each on opposite sides of the Grand 

Canyon. This change was most likely due to 

  a. 
 
higher mutation rates on one side. 

  b. 
 
low genetic diversity in the initial population. 

  c. 
 
the isolation of the two groups. 

  d. 
 
differences in reproductive rates. 
 

5. A species of finch has been studied on one of the geographically isolated Galapagos Islands for many 
years. Since the island is small, the lineage of every bird for several generations is known. This allows a 

family tree of each bird to be developed. Some family groups have survived and other have died out. The 

groups that survive probably have 

  a. 
 
interbred with other species. 

  b. 
 
inherited some advantageous variations. 

  c. 
 
found new places on the island to live. 

  d. 
 
been attacked by more predators. 

 

 
 

 

 

6. The diagram below shows a possible evolutionary sequence for some vertebrates. Which of the following 

statements is best supported by the diagram?  

 



 

  a. 
 
Lizards and birds are both reptiles. 

  b. 
 
Pterosaurs and ichthyosaurs became extinct at the same time. 

  c. 
 
Pterosaurs evolved into birds. 

  d. 
 
Thecodonts were ancestors of several different types of animals. 

 

7. Mutations within a DNA sequence are 

  a. 
 
natural processes that produce genetic diversity. 

  b. 
 
natural processes that always affect the phenotype. 

  c. 
 
unnatural processes that always affect the phenotype. 

  d. 
 
unnatural processes that are harmful to genetic diversity. 

8. Earth has undergone some catastrophic changes from time to time. Which of these most likely explains why life on 

Earth continued following these catastrophes? 

  a. 
 
Dominant species had a slow mutation rate. 

  b. 
 
Many species filled the same niche. 

  c. 
 
A strong species had many different characteristics. 

  d. 
 
A wide diversity of species existed. 
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This segment of DNA has undergone a mutation in which three nucleotides have been deleted. A repair enzyme would replace 

them with 



  a. 
 
CGT. 

  b. 
 
GCA. 

  c. 
 
CTG. 

  d. 
 
GTA. 

 
 

 

 

10. According to this information, which group demonstrated the greatest biodiversity during the Cretaceous 

period? 

a. 
 
dinosaurs 

b. 
 
crocodilians 

c. 
 
snakes 

d. 
 
lizards 

 
 

11. Which of these would most likely cause a mutation? 

  a. 
 
the placement of ribosomes on the endoplasmic reticulum 

  b. 
 
the insertion of a nucleotide into DNA 

  c. 
 
the movement of transfer RNA out of the nucleus 

  d. 
 
the release of messenger RNA from DNA 



12. Fossil evidence suggests that a number of members of one fish species from an ancient lake in Death Valley, 

California, became several isolated species. Each of these new species lived in a different pond. Which of the 

following best explains the cause of this speciation? 

  a. 
 
episodic isolation 

  b. 
 
temporal isolation 

  c. 
 
geographic isolation 

  d. 
 
behavioral isolation 

13

. 
If a paleontologist finds fossils of many different species existing in the same area at approximately the same 

time, the paleontologist can conclude that the ecosystem in this area had a high degree of 

  a. 
 
climatic variation. 

  b. 
 
episodic speciation. 

  c. 
 
biological diversity. 

  d. 
 
geographic isolation. 

14. Genetic engineering has produced goats whose milk contains proteins that can be used as medicines. This effect 

was produced by 

  a. 
 
mixing foreign genes into the milk. 

  b. 
 
injecting foreign genes into the goats’ udders. 

  c. 
 
inserting foreign genes into fertilized goat eggs. 

  d. 
 
genetically modifying the nutritional needs of the goats’ offspring. 

15. How can radiation produce mutations in the offspring of an exposed organism? 

  a. 
 
It doubles the amount of DNA within egg or sperm cells. 

  b. 
 
It changes recessive traits to dominant traits and vice versa. 

  c. 
 
It allows non-DNA proteins to control the expression of various traits. 

  d. 
 
It rearranges the genetic information in the DNA of an egg or sperm cell. 

 


